
CSC108H Week 9 Lab

To earn your lab marks, you must actively participate in the lab. You do not need to finish in the time
allotted, you just need to arrive on time and try hard.
As usual, pick a partner and do pair programming (take turns driving and navigating).

1 Objectives

• Select suitable test cases.

• Write nose test functions.

2 Testing

In this lab, you will write a nose test suite to thoroughly test the following functions:

evens(list) Given a list,
return a new list consisting of those members of the given list whose
index is even. Items in the new list should be in the same order as they
appear in the given list. Do not modify the original list.

reverse(list) Given a list, return a new list that contains the items
from the original list in reverse order.
Do not modify the original list, and do not use list.reverse.

left strip(str, str) Given two strings, where the second is a
single-character string, return a new string identical to the
first string but with any occurrences of the second string
removed from the beginning.
For example, left strip("fffabcdefffg", "f") should
return "abcdefffg". (This is much like str.lstrip.)
Do not use any str methods to implement this function.

halve my digits(str) Given a string of digits, return a string that represents
the number obtained by dividing each digit in the given string
by 2 (integer division). For example,
halve my digits("123456") should return the string "011223".

Before you start writing test functions, decide on the data that that you will be testing against and
the expected results. Doing this before you see any results is part of the process; you are verifying that your
beliefs and the code agree. For example, for function evens, decide on the lists you will be testing with and
also make a note of the corresponding expected return values.
It’s unlikely that you can test a function for all valid inputs. The evens function, for instance, takes any
possible list as input, and there are an infinite number of lists we could try! When using nose, it’s important
that your test cases cover general and representative categories of inputs. Does the function work with the
empty list? The one-element list? A list with an even number of elements? A list with mutable elements?
You should ask yourself these types of questions as you try to come up with test suites that cover all possible
execution paths of a function.

• Switch partners after you finish every test suite.

• Each test function name must begin with test .

• Each test function should test only one case. (Often, this means that the test will contain only one
assert statement.)
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• Each assert statement should have a string describing the test case.

• Each test case should be testing something different.

Save your work in test lab9.py. Run the tests on our solution code, which is available on the lab page. Our
so-called solution has some errors that should be evidenced by your nose tests failing. Once this happens,
correct our solution and run your nose tests until they all pass. Of course, it’s also possible that your nose
tests are incorrect, failing for reasons unrelated to implementation errors!
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